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ABSTRACT
Bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) inhabit the western United States, northwestern
Mexico, and some of southwestern British Columbia and Alberta. Many herds have
encountered die-off events thought to be caused by a group of bacterial species
referred to as the pneumonia complex, and this complex has been identified as
transmissible to bighorn sheep from domestic sheep (Ovis aries) and goats (Capra
hircus). It is also hypothesized that transmission may occur from Aoudad
(Ammotragus lervia), an invasive species to Texas that occupies the same habitat as
desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni) and is in the same subfamily
(Caprinae). Microbiome dispersal is known to occur in other species through social
behavior and shared resources. However, respiratory microbiomes in healthy bighorn
sheep and aoudad are poorly known but characterizing healthy microbiome
composition is important to understanding transmission as well as the baseline from
which diseased state microbiomes depart. For example, some members of the
pneumonia complex are often found in healthy bighorn sheep, but how their presence
influences overall community structure is unknown. In this study, aoudad and bighorn
sheep were identified carrying 243 bacterial species in nasal cavities in common and
202 bacterial species in throat cavities in common. Bacteria associated with the
pneumonia complex were identified in both aoudad and bighorn sheep nasal and throat
swabs. Nasal microbiomes between aoudad and bighorn sheep are more similar than
nasal and throat microbiomes within the same animal species. Throat microbiomes
follow a similar pattern between species. Spatial-temporal variation between bighorn
v
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sheep nasal microbiomes was significantly explained between mountain ranges and
capture years. The discovery of Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae hosted in aoudad throat
cavities was also included in this study.
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CHAPTER I
CHARACTERIZATION OF AOUDAD AND DESERT BIGHORN
SHEEP MICROBIOMES IN ASSOCIATION TO DISEASE RISK

Introduction
Bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) have occupied North America for millenia,
with documentation as early as the 1800s (Buechner, 1960). They were divided into
two different groups: the Rocky Mountain group and the desert group (Buechner,
1960) which occupied different landscapes across North America before settlers
arrived (Buechner, 1960). Estimates of bighorn sheep populations in North America
pre-settler (1800) span from one-half to two million sheep (Buechner, 1960). A
significant reduction in populations was noted to start around the 1850s and has been
attributed to habitat fragmentation, extensive hunting, and disease (Buechner, 1960).
Distributions of bighorn sheep in Texas have had documented reductions as
well. Vernon Bailey reported populations in the Chisos and Corozone mountains, but
bighorn sheep no longer occur in either of these regions (Bailey, 1990; Davis &
Taylor, 1939). Today, desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni) are found in
eleven separate mountains in Texas (Brewer & Hernandez, 2011). From restocking
efforts starting in 1954, bighorn inhabit Elephant Mountain Wildlife Management
Area, Sierra Diablo Mountains, Beach Mountains, Baylor Mountains, Black Gap
Wildlife Management Area, Dove Mountain, Bassey Mountains, Sierra Vieja
Mountains, Chinati Mountains, and Van Horn mountains (Buechner, 1960; Schmidly
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& Bradley, 2016). Populations are estimated to be around 1,500 individuals spanning
these eleven mountain ranges (Schmidly & Bradley, 2016).
Considerable efforts in recent years have been taken to restore bighorn sheep
populations. These include translocations (Bailey, 1990; Buechner, 1960; Singer,
Papouchis, & Symonds, 2000), water source development (Leslie & Douglas, 1979),
treating of parasites through feed (Schmidt et al. 1979), disease control management
(Garwood et al., 2020), prescribed burning (Seip & Bunnell, 1985), and relocations of
domestic sheep from bighorn restoration sites (Desert Bighorn Council, 1990).
Though many of these efforts have failed and population recovery has been restricted
due to diseases, primarily bacterial pneumonia (Cassirer et al., 2018).
Bacterial pneumonia has caused numerous die-off events for bighorn across
much of the United States, British Columbia, and Alberta (Cassaigne, Medllin, &
Guasco, 2010; Cassirer et al., 2018, 2013; Manlove, Frances Cassirer, Cross,
Plowright, & Hudson, 2016). Transmission of pneumonia in bighorn occurs by direct
contact but may become airborne for short distances (Cassirer et al., 2018). Adults that
survive die-off events due to pneumonia may continue to carry and transmit pathogens
(Besser et al., 2013; Cassirer, Manlove, Plowright, & Besser, 2017). These animals,
termed ‘chronic carriers’, have the possibility to transmit pathogens through nasal
secretions (Cassirer et al., 2018; Garwood et al., 2020; Plowright et al., 2017). Due to
the sexual segregation that happens during lambing, it is likely that disease
transmission happens more often between ewes and lambs (Besser et al., 2013;
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Raghavan et al., 2016), though rams may also be potential transmission agents due to
their large range and movements.
Historically, bighorn sheep were thought to only compete with domestic sheep
(Ovis aries) and goats (Capra hircus) for habitat and resources (Davis & Taylor,
1939), but in more recent literature it has been shown that bighorn sheep are
susceptible to many diseases from domestic Caprinae. Multiple studies have shown
that bighorn sheep can become infected with pneumonia from being near or having
direct contact with domestic sheep and goats (Besser, Cassirer, Potter, & Foreyt, 2017;
Besser et al., 2014, 2012; Foreyt, Snipes, & Kasten, 1994; George, Martin, Lukacs, &
Miller, 2008; Lawrence et al., 2010). Both domestic sheep and goats carry members of
the pneumonia complex asymptomatically, thus making it difficult to decern where
origins of disease outbreaks may start (Besser et al., 2017; Cassirer et al., 2017;
Manlove et al., 2016). Other wild sheep species may also be carriers of pneumonia
pathogens (Kamath, Manlove, Cassirer, Cross, & Besser, 2019). Aoudad
(Ammotragus lervia), a North African wild sheep that has become established in freeranging populations throughout much of the American Southwest, is one such
potential carrier.
Aoudad were brought to the United States around the early 1900s and kept on
private preserves and zoos. They were first released into the Texas wilderness in 1957
in Armstrong and Briscoe counties, near Palo Duro Canyon State Park (Schmidly &
Bradley, 2016). Originally forty-four aoudads were released, and the population
estimates were at 1,500 by 1977 (Gray & Simpson, 1983). Today, populations live
3
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within parts of the Trans-Pecos, Edwards Plateau, and the Llano Estacado of Texas
with an estimate of over 5,000 individuals (Schmidly & Bradley, 2016). Aoudads
coexist with bighorn sheep and share food and water resources (Brewer & Hernandez,
2011) which elevates the probability of direct contact between individuals of both
species. Aoudad herds in Texas are much greater in size than bighorn sheep
populations and occupy much of the former and current geographic range of bighorn
sheep. Combined, this presents a risk of potential disease transmission, such as the
pneumoniae complex, between aoudad and bighorn sheep.
The concept of the pneumonia complex, that is a combination of microbial
lineages leading to disease, was developed after investigation failing to identify a
single causative microbial lineage, but rather a polymicrobial community of bacteria
(Cassirer et al., 2017). Bacteria commonly found in respiratory tracts of infected
bighorn sheep include Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae, M. arginine, Mannheimia
haemolytica, Pasteurella multocida, Bibersteinia trehalosi, and Fusobacterium
necrophorum (Besser et al., 2017; Cassirer et al., 2018, 2017). Some of these bacteria
commonly are found in the upper and lower respiratory tracts of healthy bighorn
sheep, thus they may act as opportunistic pathogens depending on local conditions
within each host (Besser et al., 2013). Evidence that M. ovipneumoniae infects hosts
before pneumonia sets in, has led to the hypothesis that M. ovipneumoniae acts as an
early colonizer changing the host tissue environment and predisposing the host to
infection by the pneumonia complex (Besser et al., 2017, 2013, 2012; Cassirer et al.,
2018).
4
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M. ovipneumoniae changes the host tissue by deterioration of the cilia in the
tracheal and bronchial pathways which prohibits effective clearing of contaminated
mucous and debris (Besser et al., 2013; Niang et al., 1998). In the presence of M.
ovipneumoniae, greater bacterial diversity is often observed in pneumonia infected
lungs (Besser et al., 2008; Dassanayake et al., 2010). The fatal cause of pneumonia is
leukotoxin-producing Pasteurellaceae bacteria, which leads to the lysis of
polymorphonuclear leukocytes and macrophages in the host which produces
inflammation and lung lesions symptomatic of pneumonia mortality (Dassanayake et
al., 2010; Shanthalingam, Narayanan, Batra, Jegarubee, & Srikumaran, 2016). While
M. ovipneumoniae may be present in pneumonia infected bighorn sheep, it is the
combination of multiple leukotoxin-producing bacteria that causes mortality (Besser et
al., 2017, 2008, 2013, 2012; Cassirer et al., 2018, 2017; Dassanayake et al., 2010).
‘Microbiome’ refers to diverse microbial communities that inhabit many
different environments, and studies have examined how microbiomes differ among
mammal species and relate to health (Bahrndorff, Alemu, Alemneh, & Lund Nielsen,
2016). The polymicrobial nature of the bighorn sheep pneumonia complex appears to
be similar to microbiome compositional changes associate with disease. Examples of
changes in microbial composition associated with disease include chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, Crohn’s disease, celiac disease, differing cancers, among many
others (Chotirmall et al., 2017; Dang & Marsland, 2019; Peterson & Garges, 2011;
Wilson & Hamilos, 2014). Shifts in abundance and diversity of microbial communities
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in a diseased state are often found in multiple body sites, such as nasal cavities, lungs,
and gastrointestinal tracts (Bassis et al., 2015; Budden et al., 2016).
The microbiome distributed across a host typically can be characterized by
community compositions specific to each body site, such as skin, oral, gut, etc.
(Huttenhower et al., 2012). Until recently, healthy lungs were thought to be a sterile
environment. It is now thought that healthy lungs have a microbiome which appears
comparable to microbial communities from surrounding sites such as nasal, oral, and
throat, but in much lower biomass (Budden et al., 2016). At the broad taxonomic level,
the upper respiratory tract in humans is dominated by the phyla Proteobacteria,
Firmicutes, and Bacteroidetes (Bassis et al., 2015; Budden et al., 2016; Chotirmall et
al., 2017). Similar studies have been done in bighorn sheep utilizing culture dependent
and independent methods on samples taken from individuals that had pneumonia
related mortalities (Besser et al., 2008, 2013; Miller et al., 2013). However, there are
no data characterizing normal respiratory microbiomes (non-diseased) in either
bighorn sheep or aoudad. Thus, the occurrence of the pneumonia complex and the
similarity between bighorn and aoudad microbiomes, are both currently unknown.
Given the association between microbiomes and disease there is compelling reason to
fully examine healthy and diseased microbiomes of species susceptible to microbial
diseases (Peterson & Garges, 2011).

6
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Methods
Sample Collection
Helicopter captures occurred at various mountain ranges between 2016 - 2020
with the objective to capture and sample bighorn sheep and aoudad (Figure 1.1).
Captured animals were not drugged and ideal work up times were to be kept within 10
to 15 minutes before animals were to be released. Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department (TPWD) personnel recorded sex, class (if a bighorn ram), age, body
condition, collar frequency, ear tag colors, start and end times, ambient air
temperature, and monitored animal temperature. Disease precautions were taken by
separating species brought in by the helicopter crew and separating work-up stations.
During the spring captures, the helicopter crew collected samples in the field avoiding
bighorn ewes suspected of being pregnant or if seen with a lamb to discourage
lowering recruitment/increasing mortality rates. The following samples were collected
from each individual: 1cc blood, 1cc serum, skin, hair, 1-2 fecal pellets, throat, and
nasal swabs. Sample sizes for each locality and date are presented in Table 1. Samples
were collected into 2cc cryotubes and were directly deposited into liquid nitrogen
while in the field. Sampling efforts were undertaken by authorized Texas Tech
University (TTU), Borderlands Research Institute (BRI), and TPWD personnel. All
samples were deposited at the Natural Science Research Laboratory (NSRL) at Texas
Tech University after captures. Samples were accessioned into the Genetic Resource
Collection (GRC) and stored in liquid nitrogen.
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16S Amplification and Sequencing
Nasal and throat swabs samples were PCR-amplified for sequencing using a
forward and reverse fusion primer encompassing variable regions one through three of
the 16S gene. The forward primer was constructed with (5’-3’) the Illumina i5 adapter
(AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACAC), an 8–10 bp barcode, a primer
pad, and 28F (GAGTTTGATCNTGGCTCAG; Wolcott et al. 2009). The reverse
fusion primer was constructed with (5’-3’) the Illumina i7 adapter
(CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT), an 8–10 bp barcode, a primer pad, and
519R (GAGTTTGATCN TGGCTCAG; Wolcott et al. 2009). Amplifications were
performed in 25 µL reactions with Qiagen HotStar Taq master mix (Qiagen Inc.,
Valencia, CA, USA), 1uL of each 5uM primer, and 1uL of template. Reactions were
performed on ABI Veriti thermocyclers (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA)
using the following thermal profile: 95ºC for 5min, then 35 cycles of 94ºC for 30 sec,
54ºC for 40 sec, 72ºC for 1min, followed by 1 cycle of 72ºC for 10min and 4ºC hold.
Amplification products were visualized with eGels (Life Technologies, Grand Island,
New York). Products were pooled equimolar, and each pool was size selected in two
rounds using Agencourt AMPure XP (Beckman Coulter, Indianapolis, IN, USA) in a
seven-tenths ratio of AMPure to product. Size selected pools were quantified using the
Qubit 2.0 fluorometer (Life Technologies) and loaded on an Illumina MiSeq
(Illumina,Inc.San Diego, CA,USA) 2 x 300 flow cell at 10pM.

8
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Data Processing
Paired-end raw sequences were merged into consensus sequences using the
paired-end read merger, PEAR (Zhang et al., 2014), and imposing a 460 base pair
consensus sequence minimum. Sequence error filtering allowed for a maximum of one
expected error per consensus read (R. C. Edgar, 2010). UNOISE3 (R. Edgar, 2016)
was used to screen for sequence chimeras and to identify zero radius operational
taxonomic units (ZOTUs). ZOTUs relative abundances were calculated by mapping
all consensus reads to representative ZOTUs sequences by global alignment (R. C.
Edgar, 2010). Taxonomies of bacteria were assigned by comparison to the SILVA
database (version 123) using the SINTAX algorithm. A community phylogeny among
ZOTUs was estimated by approximate maximum likelihood (Price et al., 2009) using
the 16S alignment informed by 16S structural models (Nawrocki et al., 2009). ZOTUs
were used to compare Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae sequences but for all other
analysis ZOTUs were conglomerated at a species level. Once bacterial species were
identified, bacteria that were found commonly in soil were filtered out.

Data Analysis
Within site microbiome diversity (alpha) was summarized as Hill1 numbers
(Jost, 2006). Distributions were assessed and compared with tests of normality and
equality of variances (Kartikeya, 2019). Bacteria detected in bighorn and aoudad
sheep nasal and throat microbiomes were characterized using iterative thresholds of
occurring in greater than 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90% of individuals within a species per
body site (Grieneisen et al., 2017; Henderson et al., 2015). Bacterial species differing
in abundance between bighorn and aoudad at body sites were identified using
9
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ANCOM-BC (Lin & Peddada, 2020). Bacteria exhibiting differential abundance
between surviving sheep and mortalities were assessed in the same way.
Spatiotemporal trends in microbiome composition within species and body sites were
assessed by testing if difference in Bray-Curtis Dissimilarities BC; (Bray & Curtis,
1957) were explained by sampling time and location using PERMANOVA (Anderson,
2017). Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA) based on BC was used to summarize
compositional variability across locations and years. Biplots were constructed from
PCoAs including five bacterial species that were significant in the ANCOM-BC and
had the strongest joint correlation with the axes 1 and 2. Whether the presence of M.
ovipneumoniae may predict the occurrence of other pneumonia complex members was
next evaluated. Because two aoudad were positive for M. ovipneumoniae, the study
wide incidence rate of each bacterial species detected within the nasal samples of the
two M. ovipneumoniae positive aoudad was calculated. The resulting frequencies were
then multiplied by two to obtain the probability of detecting each species in these two
samples under the null hypothesis that species are randomly distributed among
samples. Compound probabilities less than 0.05 were considered significant. R
packages vegan (Oksanen et al., 2008) and ape (Paradis et al., 2004), phyloseq
(McMurdie & Holmes, 2013), and ancombc (Lin & Peddada, 2020) were used to
accomplish analyses.
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Results
Bacteria typical to nasal and throat microbiomes of bighorn sheep and aoudad
were summarized using iterative thresholds of occurrences. A total of 28 bacterial
species were found to be above a 50% threshold and zero bacterial species above a
90% threshold for aoudad nasal swabs with no pneumonia complex members found
within this grouping (Figure 1.2). Bighorn sheep nasal swabs contained 63 bacterial
species above a 50% threshold and four species above a 90% threshold (Figure 1.4).
Zero pneumonia complex members were found within this group. 243 species were
detected at least once in both species’ nasal samples. Aoudad throat swabs contained
53 bacterial species found above a 50% threshold and 11 bacterial species above a
90% threshold (Figure 1.3). Pneumonia complex members Fusobacterium russii and
Bibersteinia trehalosi were found at 100% incidence and Mannheimia haemolytica
was found between the 90-99% threshold. Five other Mannheimia, Fusobacterium,
and Pasteurella species and subspecies were found in the 50-90% thresholds. Bighorn
sheep throat swabs contained 52 bacterial species above a 50% threshold and nine
species above a 90% threshold (Figure 1.5). Five of the nine species above the 90%
threshold are pneumonia complex members which included Fusobacterium russii,
Fusobacterium nucleatum subsp. vincentii, Bibersteinia trehalosi, Fusobacterium
nucleatum subsp. nucleatum, and Mannheimia haemolytica. Five other Mannheimia,
Fusobacterium, and Pasteurella species and subspecies were found in this grouping
between the 50-90% thresholds. 202 species were detected at least once in both
species’ throat samples.
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An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to assess effects of host
species, mountain range, sex, mortality, capture year and body site on alpha diversity
(richness, number of bacterial species detected per sample). The full model found host
species (F = 53.689, p < 0.001) and mountain range (F = 8.356, p < 0.001) to be
significant but sex, body site, capture year and mortality did not significantly explain
richness (p > 0.05). Alpha diversity is represented for species and mountain range in
figures 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8. Within aoudad, 340 bacterial species relative abundances
were analyzed for differential abundance between throat and nasal swabs and 113
bacterial species were significant (Figure 1.9). Within bighorn sheep, 317 bacterial
species were analyzed and 174 were significant (Figure 1.10). Bacterial species that
differed between animals but within the same body site were also analyzed by a
differential abundance test. Between aoudad and bighorn sheep throat swabs 279
bacteria were analyzed and 31 bacterial species were significant (Figure 1.11).
Between aoudad and bighorn sheep nasal swabs 347 bacteria species were analyzed
and 31 bacterial species were significant (Figure 1.12). Comparisons were also made
between known mortalities and live individuals at the time of analysis. Two bacterial
species significantly differed in abundance across nasal swabs of mortalities and live
bighorn sheep, (Figure 1.13) and one species significantly differed in throat swabs
(Figure 1.14).
A principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) summarizing bighorn sheep nasal
microbiome compositional variance by mountain range and capture year is illustrated
in Figure 1.15. A permutational multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA)
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was used to test for spatiotemporal trends in bighorn sheep nasal microbiomes.
Mountain range (R² = 0.10203, F = 4.4527, p = 0.001), sex (R² = 0.00573, F = 1.7949,
p = 0.02), and capture year (R² = 0.04251, F = 13.3078, p = 0.01) were significant in
the global test. Post hoc pairwise comparisons with Benjamini-Hochberg p-value
adjustments were made between mountain ranges and the results are presented in
Table 1.2. A PERMANOVA on Elephant Mountain WMA captures years was
significant (R² = 0.0825, F = 20.052, p = 0.001).
For the following differential abundance testing, only bighorn sheep nasal
swabs from Elephant Mountain WMA, Black Gap WMA, Diablos, and Van Horn
mountains were used. This is due to the lack of aoudad throat swab samples between
all locales. Species significantly differing between compositionally distinct mountain
ranges (or between years within Elephant Mountain WMA) were identified using
ANCOM-BC and the relative abundances of these species were then correlated with
the first two axes of the PCoA. The absolute values of the correlations with the axes
were summed and species with the highest summed correlations were included in
biplots to illustrate how differentially abundant species relate to the location of
samples in ordination space. These results are illustrated in Figures 1.16-1.23.
Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae was identified in two aoudad nasal swabs with 26
different genetic sequences. Figure 1.24 represents a phylogenetic tree of 592
Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae 16S sequences published by Kamath et al. 2019 and are
represented by color associating with the domestic goat clade (green) or domestic
sheep clade (blue) of strains. The 26 sequences from aoudad are represented on this
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tree in yellow. The published sequences from Kamath et al. 2019 and our 26
sequences obtained from the aoudad overlapped with four indels. Between group and
within group raw p-distances were calculated and are shown in Table 1.3. The average
pairwise divergence between aoudad and domestic goat lineages was 2.9%, 3.2%
between aoudad and domestic sheep, and 0.9% between domestic goat and domestic
sheep. Within group average pairwise distances were 0.5%, 0.6% and 0.5% for
domestic sheep, domestic goat, and aoudad, respectively. Whereas 26 sequences of M.
ovipneumoniae were detected in both aoudad, Pasteurella multocida was the only
other pneumonia complex species found in both of these same animals (Figure 1.25).
The random probability of co-occurrence based on study wide incidence rates was
calculated for all 26 species, and only P. multocida had a sufficiently low compound
probability of random co-occurrence (p =0.004).

Discussion
Typical Microbiome Compositions for Aoudad and Bighorn Sheep
Characterizing typical microbial compositions in aoudad and bighorn sheep
respiratory systems is necessary for understanding how a diseased state and healthy
state differentiate. Identifying microbiomes not only brings awareness to how
individual bacterial species operate but also gives insight into how bacteria
collectively function within hosts. Many of the bacterial species identified in the
iterative thresholds of this study are commonly identified in healthy bighorn sheep but
can be pathogenic given the correct environment and resources (Besser et al., 2017,
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2013; Cassirer et al., 2018, 2017). Aoudad and bighorn sheep are similar in
morphology and genetics (Barrett, 1967; Geist, 1971), and microbiome composition at
a body site (nasal or throat) was found to be more similar between host species than
were comparison across body sites (nasal compared to throat) within a host species.
This suggests that bighorn sheep and aoudad could possibly transmit multiple bacteria
and pathogens.
It was also observed that throat microbial communities were higher in bacterial
richness than nasal microbial communities for both host species. Several of the
bacteria identified in the throat microbiomes were pneumonia complex members.
Mycoplasma dispar was the only bacterium found in high relative abundance in nasal
microbiomes that can be related to the pneumoniae complex. This species is well
known for pneumonia and mastitis in cow calves (Gourlay & Leach, 1970).
While a few bacteria were found to significantly differ in relative abundance
between mortality and surviving bighorn sheep, none, based on literature review were
indicated as potentially precarious to the health of the bighorn sheep. Though these
samples were collected at an earlier capture date, not at the time of death, the objective
behind determining the bacterial species that varied between bighorn sheep survival
and mortality was to investigate if there was an indicative pattern in bacterial
composition in mortality cases. The limited results presented here do not provide
support for such a signal.
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Spatial and Temporal Microbiomes in Bighorn Sheep
Though bighorn sheep are known to trek far distances (Ruckstuhl, 1998), due
to the separation of preferred habitat it was expected that herds at specific mountain
ranges would establish locality-based microbiomes. It was also expected that aoudad
would follow a similar example but unfortunately due to sampling methods and
sample sizes there was no pattern identifiable. However, significantly different
microbiome compositional patterns and differentially abundant species were explained
by mountain ranges. Although expanded sample sizes and temporal sampling would
help provide more resolution about spatio-temporal variation in microbiomes, results
suggest that the mountain range in which individuals inhabit partially shape their
microbiota composition. Comparison between years was possible at Elephant
Mountain WMA, which was also found to explain a significant component of
variation. Routine sampling through multiple years at this locality would be helpful to
elucidate if microbiome composition alters in a predictable seasonal pattern.
Most of the bacteria that significantly differed in relative abundance between
locations or years are not recognized as pathogenic. However, Mycoplasma dispar was
found in higher relative abundance in the Elephant Mountain WMA 2019 capture
year. As stated before, M. dispar can cause fatal pneumonia in cow calves (Gourlay &
Leach, 1970).
Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae in Aoudad
As mentioned before, aoudad and bighorn sheep are morphologically and
genetically similar (Barrett, 1967; Geist, 1971). Coinciding traits that these two
species share not only creates concern for possible transmission encounters but has
16
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shown, in this study, that aoudad can be a host for fatal bacterial pathogens to bighorn
sheep. This not only prompts concern for bighorn sheep populations but for aoudad
populations as well. Furthermore, the 26 sequences found in aoudad were unique from
other published 16S sequences. This encourages further investigation into strainspecific attributes and what consequences this pathogen could have to wildlife.

Conclusions
Bighorn sheep have struggled with disease events for as long as they have been
actively monitored. Identifying these events and the repercussions left on wild
populations is essential for implementing proper management policies. It is even more
necessary in Texas, with the addition of the introduced Caprinae species, aoudad.
Though we have provided baseline characterization of aoudad and bighorn sheep
respiratory systems, much additional work is needed. Further research should be done
to characterize co-distributed aoudad and bighorn sheep microbiomes to work to
understand transmission rates. Understanding if localities stably support opportunistic
pathogens may help inform translocation management decisions.
In addition to characterizing specific population microbiomes, identifying
aoudad and bighorn sheep movement and proximity to each other would be
fundamental to understanding the epidemiology of any disease that could transmit
between the two species. Determining habitat selection and resource use would aid in
understanding of not only transmission between wild sheep species but also the
possibility of transmission from domestic Caprinae species. With a potential ‘aoudad’
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strain of Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae, there is further research to be done in
describing the strain and how it affects wildlife and domestic animals.
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Figure 1.1: Locations of current desert bighorn sheep populations in Texas.
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Table 1.1: Sample sizes based on collection location, date and sex
Species

Capture Date

Sample Size

Location

Female

Male

Bighorn Sheep

11/15/2016

30

Diablo Mountain

24

6

Bighorn Sheep

11/16/2016

10

Beach Mountain

3

7

Bighorn Sheep

11/16/2016

10

Baylor Mountain

10

0

Bighorn Sheep

10/25/2017

20

Black Gap WMA

11

9

Bighorn Sheep

10/26/2017

6

Black Gap Reagan Canyon

6

0

Bighorn Sheep

10/26/2017

6

Dove Mountain

4

2

Bighorn Sheep

10/26/2017

5

Bassey Mountain

4

1

Bighorn Sheep

12/11/2017

79

Elephant Mountain WMA

42

37

Aoudad

10/30/2018

26

Sierra Vieja Mountain

7

19

Aoudad

11/1/2018

21

Chinati Mountain

10

11

Aoudad

1/3/2019

9

Van Horn

2

7

Bighorn Sheep

1/3/2019

31

Van Horn

16

15

Bighorn Sheep

5/20/2019

7

Van Horn

4

3

Aoudad

5/20/2019

11

Van Horn

0

11

12/18/2019

74

Elephant Mountain WMA

30

44

1/6/2020

21

Van Horn

6

15

Bighorn Sheep
Aoudad
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Figure 1.2: A bar plot representing bacteria species incidence within iterative thresholds nasal swabs
from aoudad. 28 bacteria species were found to be over the 50% threshold and zero above a 90%
threshold (n = 88).
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Figure 1.3: A bar plot representing bacteria species incidence within iterative thresholds throat swabs
from aoudad. 53 bacteria species were found to be over the 50% threshold and 11 bacteria species
above a 90% threshold (n = 41).
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Figure 1.4: A bar plot representing bacteria species incidence within iterative thresholds nasal swabs
from bighorn sheep. 63 bacteria species were found to be over the 50% threshold and four bacteria
species above a 90% threshold (n = 278).
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Figure 1.5: A bar plot representing bacteria species incidence within iterative thresholds throat swabs
from bighorn sheep. 52 bacteria species were found to be over the 50% threshold and nine bacteria
species above a 90% threshold (n = 109).
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Figure 1.6: Alpha diversity box and whisker plot representing the number of bacterial species found in
aoudad and bighorn sheep nasal swabs (n = 366).
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Figure 1.7: Alpha diversity box and whisker plot representing the number of bacterial species found in
aoudad and bighorn sheep throat swabs (n = 150).
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Figure 1.8: Box and whisker plot representing the alpha diversity of all aoudad and bighorn sheep nasal swabs in each mountain range (n = 366).
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Figure 1.9: Dot plot representing relative abundance of bacteria that were significantly different between aoudad throat swabs and nasal swabs. 340 bacteria
species were tested, 113 were found to be significantly different but to make this figure easier to read, we only plotted those that represented at least one sample
above a .2 relative abundance (n = 129).
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Figure 1.10: Dot plot representing relative abundance of bacteria that were significantly different between bighorn sheep throat swabs and nasal swabs. 317
bacteria species were tested, 174 were found to be significantly different but to make this figure easier to read, we only plotted those that represented at least one
sample above a .2 relative abundance (n = 387).
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Figure 1.11: Dot plot representing relative abundance of bacteria that were significantly different between aoudad and bighorn sheep throat swabs. 279 bacteria
species were tested, 31 were found to be significantly different but to make this figure easier to read, we only plotted those that represented at least one sample
above a .2 relative abundance (n = 150).
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Figure 1.12: Dot plot representing relative abundance of bacteria that were significantly different between aoudad and bighorn sheep nasal swabs. 347 bacteria
species were tested, 31 were found to be significantly different but to make this figure easier to read, we only plotted those that represented at least one sample
above a .2 relative abundance (n = 366).
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Figure 1.13: Dot plot representing relative abundance of bacteria that were significantly different between bighorn sheep survival and mortality in nasal swabs.
297 bacteria species were tested, and two species were significantly different (n = 243).
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Figure 1.14: Dot plot representing relative abundance of bacteria that were significantly different between bighorn sheep survival and mortality in throat swabs.
237 bacteria species were tested, and one species was significantly different (n = 97).
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Figure 1.15: PCoA plot of bighorn sheep nasal swabs represented by collection years in color and presented in smaller graphs by mountain range (n = 278).
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Table 1.2: Pairwise comparison results between all mountain ranges with p-value adjustments

Pairs
Diablos vs Black Gap WMA
Diablos vs Van Horn
Beach vs Van Horn
Baylor vs Van Horn
Black Gap WMA vs Elephant
WMA
Black Gap WMA vs Van Horn
Bassey vs Van Horn
Elephant WMA vs Van Horn
Diablos vs Elephant WMA
Dove vs Van Horn
Baylor vs Black Gap WMA
Beach vs Black Gap WMA
Beach vs Elephant WMA
Baylor vs Elephant WMA
Black Gap WMA vs Bassey
Dove vs Elephant WMA
Black Gap WMA vs Dove
Diablos vs Beach
Diablos vs Baylor
Diablos vs Dove
Diablos vs Bassey
Beach vs Baylor
Beach vs Dove
Beach vs Bassey
Baylor vs Dove
Baylor vs Bassey
Dove vs Bassey
Bassey vs Elephant WMA

F Model
4.2918399
7.6204514
4.8715499
5.5226157

P
P
R2
Value
Adjusted
0.0736268
0.001
0.028
0.10351
0.001
0.028
0.0957618
0.001
0.028
0.1071882
0.001
0.028

8.1829942
10.885481
4.1592872
13.264513
3.2635926
3.4493006
2.6048753
2.4757415
2.1538198
2.412366
2.4323165
1.8464814
1.8643211
1.0542569
1.4051283
1.4182531
1.2362469
1.2256554
1.3259811
1.1643313
1.1557124
1.3683621
1.3982949
1.2430501

0.0446711
0.1493505
0.0921026
0.066235
0.0179059
0.0758934
0.071162
0.0678736
0.013365
0.0149454
0.0773827
0.0117725
0.0585081
0.0269947
0.0356585
0.040043
0.0361093
0.063751
0.0865185
0.0822016
0.0762559
0.0952344
0.1344735
0.0080071
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0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.003
0.006
0.006
0.007
0.011
0.025
0.028
0.364
0.101
0.097
0.188
0.207
0.136
0.262
0.312
0.139
0.138
0.174

0.028
0.028
0.028
0.028
0.056
0.056
0.084
0.168
0.168
0.196
0.308
0.7
0.784
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Figure 1.16: PCoA plot of bighorn sheep nasal swabs from the Van Horn mountains and the Diablos mountains. Five bacteria with arrows representing bacteria
species that are significantly different between the mountain ranges and correlated the highest with the axes (n = 68).
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Figure 1.17: Dot plot representing relative abundance of bacteria that were significantly different between Van Horn mountains and Diablos mountains in
bighorn sheep nasal swabs. 212 bacteria species were tested, 11 were found to be significantly different (n = 68).
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Figure 1.18: PCoA plot of bighorn sheep nasal swabs from the Van Horn mountains and Black Gap WMA. Five bacteria with arrows representing bacteria
species that are significantly different between the mountain ranges and correlated the highest with the axes (n = 64).
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Figure 1.19: Dot plot representing relative abundance of bacteria that were significantly different between Van Horn mountains and Black Gap WMA in
bighorn sheep nasal swabs. 223 bacteria species were tested, 21 were found to be significantly different (n = 64).
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Figure 1.20: PCoA plot of bighorn sheep nasal swabs from the Diablos mountains and Black Gap WMA. Five bacteria with arrows representing bacteria species
that are significantly different between the mountain ranges and correlated the highest with the axes (n = 56).
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Figure 1.21: Dot plot representing relative abundance of bacteria that were significantly different between Diablos mountains and Black Gap WMA in bighorn
sheep nasal swabs. 222 bacteria species were tested, nine were found to be significantly different (n = 56).
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Figure 1.22: PCoA plot of bighorn sheep nasal swabs from Elephant Mountain WMA. Five bacteria with arrows representing bacteria species that are
significantly different between the capture years and correlated the highest with the axes (n = 151).
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Figure 1.23: Dot plot representing relative abundance of bacteria that were significantly different between capture years in bighorn sheep nasal swabs from
Elephant Mountain WMA. 272 bacteria species were tested, 44 were found to be significantly different but to make this figure easier to read, we only plotted
those that represented at least one sample above a .2 relative abundance (n = 151).
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Figure 1.24: Phylogenetic tree of 592 Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae 16S sequences published from
Kamath et. al 2019 and 26 Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae sequences discovered residing in aoudad nasal
cavities. Color coding based on which ‘clade’ the stains were associated with in Kamath et al. 2019.
Domestic goat clade is green, domestic sheep clade is blue, and the aoudad sequences from this paper
are yellow.
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Table 1.3: Within group and between group distances calculated for the sequences from Figure 1.21.

Between
Groups

Mean Group Distances

Sheep & Goat

0.00928

Aoudad & Goat

0.01503

Aoudad & Sheep

0.01811

Within
Group

Mean Group Distances

Sheep

0.0052

Goat

0.0058

Aoudad

0.0047
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Figure 1.25: Dot plot representing the relative abundance of pneumonia complex members M.
haemolytica, F. necrophorum, B. trehalose, and P. multocida in relation to if the individual animal was
a M. ovipneumoniae carrier or not (n = 366).
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